Team Meeting -- Week # 19  
**Date:** 05/20/2020  
**Time:** 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

**PROTOCOL** - Meeting only by Agenda

**Officers Team** (3 out of 5 Officers)  
- Jai  
- Swamy  
- Padma  
- Ram  
✓ Pavithra

**EC Team** (5 out of 10 EC)  
- Arun  
- Mohan  
- Prabhu  
- Vinodh  
- Poongodi  
- Krithika  
- Mahendran  
- Shawn  
✓ Shanker  
✓ Raj

**MoU discussion - Swamy**  
- ATS School left GATS but they influenced MTS schools also to leave. Committee should be formed and should be investigated.  
- Friendly report to be sent to stop, influencing other schools- Should be documented in GATS.

- General Note / Thirukural- Note ATS - By law violation - No concern but want to bring to attention - Swamy  
- ATS never supported the Sangam
- ATS can keep their financials but they should allow/support membership drive for GATS
- ATS never responded to Chairman & President emails
- ATS admin team never used the GATS logo in any of the emails.
- CTA rule mentions that no school should support local sangams
- hence MTS had booth set up outside but ATS follows CTA like states like Washington, Michigan & Atlanta follows
- Explanation to allegation
  - Jay spoke to Raja during the planning process and came to a conclusion that since parents are sending the videos with the content you can post it.
  - Swamy to post a video based on what has happened to General Body
  - Will hold the complaint against ATS till the next meeting with the ATS team.

Team Concern / Opinion regarding Swamy's Concern
1. Ram - schools are with GATS coz of 501c & shared the bank accounts but schools have grown. MOU is just a understanding and Schools need not be part of Sangam
2. Swamy - GATS need members togetherness
3. Raj - ATS schools opinion was why another school came closer
4. Krithika - If ATS has a problem, then what will you do? ATS school did not provide free authority to GATS to add the booth for New member event registration. Founders are good to join and talk.
   Spoke to Raja / Thangamani but was told to close CTS school and we can go and talk about continuing ties later
5. Pavitra - we should all sit and talk and come to a decision.
   We are volunteers and we should work towards moving forward.
6. Mohan - we are putting the logo for a good cause, let us go as a team
7. Jay - Swamy please share the email, we will try again.
   No schools cannot tell their parents to be part of GATS.
   People are respectful of GATS now.
   Let us call and talk to members who have not taken membership to see what is the reason.
   Please send an email officially to all BOD team, regarding the MTS issue so the committee can be formed.

Charity - Jay / Vinodh
- Covid Music Program
- Beautifully organized
- New standard
- Team work - Charity Team Unity
- Covid relief donation link was opened May 7th 2020 - Good amount of Donation received
- Let's plan on trying to make more event like this for Charity
- Plan on encouraging local talents
- Plan on singers division
- Music team worked 3 weeks for practice
- Emcee team worked amazing
CiviCRM migration - shawn
➢ Mailbox to be checked
➢ Cloud Q started working
➢ Option A 1500 or
➢ Option B as media partner
➢ Contract for how long needs to be planned
➢ Please take BOD concerns as well before confirming

Kathai ketkalam Vaanga- Poongodi
➢ Wednesday & Sunday videos will go out
➢ Newsletter content for newsletter to be provided by Poongodi

Thamizhe Amudhe - Resolution
➢ Ad hoc Committee - Planning Resolution - Jay
➢ Jayamaran & Annadurai Manage the team
➢ Team Liaison - Mahendran
➢ Krithika - Youth Processing
➢ Grace & Shakti documentations
➢ This week is going to be kids week 10 kids in total
➢ 4 kids are going to run the show
➢ 6 kids recommended by teachers are being trained 1 on 1 with the team.
➢ Shawn is going to help on Flyer and Promo video working with Lawrence and coordinating with Prathiba also.
➢ Points from Members - Flyers need to be sent in advance

Pavitra proposed -
Padma & Mohan - Seconded

Crossword puzzle- Pavitra
➢ 8 weeks no response
➢ Process on hold should work on the process to get more responses
➢ Options by Team
➢ Try Facebook - void
➢ Incentive - TBD
➢ Game app - TBD
➢ GATS mobile app - TBD